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Nonlinear programming with cumulatively bounded variables 
Lazaros P. Mavrides (*) 
ABSTRACT 
The problem [maximize f(x), subject o x 1 + ... + xj/> bj for j= 1,..., N] is solved by a feasible 
direction method that takes advantage of its special structure. A direction vector that approxi- 
mates the vector of Lagrange multipliers is used. In the one-dimensional subproblem the direc- 
tion vector is bent every time a constraint becomes active. Convergence to a K-T  point is proven. 
McCormick has used a similar method for the problem [maximize f(x), subject o x t> 0], with 
the gradient as direction vector. A computationally implementable algorithm is given, with a 
finite stepsize procedure and a £mite stopping rule. Observations from numerous applications to 
a recurring banking problem are discussed. Related techniques might be useful in other situations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the problem 
maximize f(x), (1) 
subject o x I + ... + xj > bj for all j, (2) 
where f : R N ~ K is continuously differentiable on 
the feasible region. 
It can be seen that the K-T conditions for this prob- 
lem can be expressed as follows : If x-* is optimal, 
then there exists a multiplier vector X* 1> 0 such that 
forj = 1 ..... N 
1) x;  + ... + x*:~> b. 
J J '  
2) X~(Xl+...+ - )=0, 
3) 3f(x*) /3xj  + X: + ... + X~=0.  
Note that K-T condition 3 holds if and only if 
~t*.=j 3£(x'7/ 8xj +I - 3£(x*)/ 3xj £or ~llj, (3) 
with 
~f(x)/3XN+ 1------ 0. 
The method to be discussed in the next section begins 
in each iteration with the unique vector of multipliers 
(not necessarily nonnegative) that together with the 
point of iteration satisfies K--T condition 3 (deter- 
mined by (3)7. In its one-dimensional subproblem the 
method proceeds by bending the direction vector 
every time a constraint becomes active. The bending 
is done in such a way that movement ceases along 
the components hat violate feasibility, but continues 
along the other components. 
McCormick [8] has proposed a similar method for the 
problem [maximize f(x), subject o x t> 0], using the 
gradient of the objective function at the point of itera- 
tion as the initial direction vector. It can be shown that 
McCormick's method cannot be applied to the problem 
defined by (17 and (27, due to the possibility of zig- 
zagging (alias jamming; for a discussion of this problem 
see Zangwill [9], p. 279). 
2~ THE METHOD 
A theoretically convergent version of the method will 
be discussed first. A finite step-size procedure and a 
finite stopping rule will be given subsequently. 
AIeoathm 
Step 0 
Begin with some feasible point x(0). Set n = 0. 
Step 1 
Compute the initial direction vector ~(n), where 
x!n) = ~f(x (n) ) /Sx j+ 1 - 3:f(x(n)7/~)x j (41 
J 
for all j, 
with 
3 f (x ) /3XN+l= 0. 
Step 2 
(one-dimensional subproblem). For 0 ~ R, let 
j -1  
(b. - ~ xi(0), xj - 0kj ) for allj. (57 x I(0)=max J i=t 
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Then determine 0 (n), an optimal solution of the prob- 
lem 
maximize f [x(n)(0)], (6) 
subject o 0 < 0 < 0-, (7) 
where 0 > 0 is a user-specifled constant. 
Step 3 
Set x (n + 1) = x(n) [0 (n)]. Replace n by n + 1 and go to 
Step 1. 
This algorithm was developed by relating an approach 
in Cazalet [1] with the algorithm by McCormick [8]. 
3. CONVERGENCE 
Lemma 1 
For any feasible point x, df[x(0)]/d0 + > 0 and, if 
x is not a K -T  point, then df[x(O)]/dO+ > 0. 
Clearly, with 0 t> O, 
j -1 
i f x j -0 ) j  > b . -  E xi(O ), 
J i=l  
)~1 a~i(0)/d0+ 
i=1 
j ~1 (87 
dxj(0)/d0+ = i fx j -0~ < bj - i=~lXi(07, 
max {--J~ldxi(OT/dO+,-X; } 
i=l a 
j-1  xj-oxj=bj-iZ__l i(OT, 
forj  = 1 .... , hi. Consequently, ff x is a feasible point, 
then 
-xj 
j -1  
d~j(0)/d0+ = if~j >bj - i~ lx  i, (9) 
+, 
1=1 di_ 1 J 
i fx.  = b- - ~" x., 
J J i= l  1 
from which it follows that, either dx:(O)/d8 + = -Xj 
for any j, or there exist j l  ..... Jn wit~ 
I < J l  < "'" <Jn  < N such that for k= 1 .... ,n 
Jk -1 jk -1  
x: =b.  - :~ x i and-  ]g dxi(0) /d0 +>-k jk  
Jk Jk i=1 i=1 
(lO7 
in which case 
dxj(O)/dO + = 
j -1  
- Z dx:(0) /d0 + >-X j  
i=1 
forj  = J l  ..... Jn '  
- Xj otherwise. 
Clearly, for k = 1 ..... n, 
dx~0)/d0 + 
(117 
Jk_ l -1 
: _2; dxj(0)/d0 + 
j= l  
Jk -1 
-dXjk l (0 ) /d0+-  ~ dx;(O)/dO +, 
- j= jk_ l+ l  J 
j k ' l  
= ~ dxj(0)/d0 + 
j =Jk_l  + 1 
(127 
which implies that 
-X j  fo r jC j l  .... ' Jn '  
j f l~  x i fo r j= jkandk=l  ..... n. dxj(0)/d0 + 
L i=jk_ l  + 1 (137 
Letting X be as in (4) for any feasible point x and sub- 
stituting this in (13), we have, with j0 -= 0, 
a f(x)/3xj - a f(x)/~xj + 1 
for j  C J l  ..... Jn' 
dxj (O)/dO+= 3 f(x)/a Xjk - a f(x)[ aXjk_l+ 1 
for J= Jk  and k=l  . . . . .  n. (147 
Clearly, since x(07 = x, 
N 
df[x(0) l /d0 + = ~ af(x)/axj  3xj(0)/d0 + • (157 




j= l  
J~ J l  ..... Jn 
a f(~)/a~j[ a fCx)/axj - a fCx)/a~j +~] 
+ 
n 
3f(x)/3Xjk [ 3 f (x) /3Xjk-  3 f(x)/3Xjk_l+l~ k ;1  
(16) 
Note that for all k and p, with 1 < k < p < hi, 
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P 
OfCx)l Oxj[ Of(x)/axj  - OfCx)l Oxj + 1] 
j=k 
P 
= ]~ 112 {[3f (x) /Ox j ]2+ [Of(x)IOXj+l] 2j=k 
- 2 3f(x)/Oxj Of(x)/Oxj +I} 
+ 112' {[ 8 f(x)/OXk] 2 - [ Of(x)/3Xp + 1 ]2} 
= I/2 {[ O f(x) /3Xk ]2 - [ 3fCx)l 3xp + 1 ]2 
P 
+ ~ [a f (x ) IOx j -a f (x ) lax j+1]  2} (17) j=k 
where Of(x)/Ox N + 1 - 0 .  Hence, 
af[x(0)]/dO += 1/2 {[ Of(x)/OXl ]2 
j1-1 
- [ Of(x)/OXjl]2 + jZ=I [ Of(x)/Oxj - O f(x)/0xj +1 ]2 } 
+ Of(x)/3Xjl [ Of(x)/3Xjl - Of(x)/OXl] 
+ ° ° ° ° ° ° ° • , , • . ° ° ° ° ° • ° 
+ 1/2. {[ Of(x)/3Xjn_l + 112 - [ 3 f(x)/3Xjn]2 
Jn -1 
+ Z _ l+l[0f(x)/  - af(x)/OXj+l]2t J =in 3xj 
+ 3f(x)/3Xjn [3f(x)/3Xjn - 3£(x)/3Xjn_l+l ] 
+ 1/2 {[ 3£(x)/OXjn + 1 ]2 - [ Of(x)/Oxjn + 1 ]2 
Jn + 1-1 
+ ~ [ 3f(x)/ J =Jn + 1 Oxj - Of(x)/Oxj + 1 ]2} 
+ Of(x)/Ox. • Of(x)/0Xjn (18) 
3n+l +1 ' 
with 
Jn+l  = f N ff Jn<N 
N+I  ff Jn = N.  
Upon rearrangement and cancellation of terms in (18), 
d f [x(O)]/dO + 
Clearly, if forj =1 ..... N, either 
Of(x)/axj = Of(x)/Oxj +1 and xj > bj -]i ~ xi ,  (20) 
or  
j -1  
Of(x)/Oxj < 3f(x)/axj+.l .andxj=b j _  Z xi, (21) 
i= l  
then (x, X), with X computed as in (4), will satisfy the 
K-T conditions. Therefore, ff x is a K-T point, then, 
either there exists aj such that 
Of(x)/Oxj 4= 3f(x)/Oxj +1 and xj > bj _ j~ l  xi' (22) 
i=1 
or there exists aj such that 
af(x) /ax j  > af(x) /ax j  + 1 andxj  = bj - x i, (23) 
j -1  
From (10), xj = bj -iZ__l x i for j = Jl .... 'in" Hence, 
ff x is not a K-T point, then either there exists a 
J ¢ J l  ..... Jn such that Of(x)/Oxj q= 0f(x)/Oxj +1' or 
there exists aj ~ (Jl ..... jn ) such that 
• Of(x)IOxj > Of(x)laxj +1" 
Suppose that x is not a K -T  point and 
Of(x)/Oxj = 3f(x)/Oxj +1 forj ~ {Jl ..... jn } . From 
(11) and (14), 
Jk -1 dxi(O)/dO+ 
dXjk(O)/dO + - 
i=1  
= Of(x)/aXjk - Of(x)/aXjk_l + 1 
> -Xjk 
= 0f(x)/3Xjk - 3f(x)/3Xjk + 1 "(24) 
It follows that 0f(x)/0Xjk_l+l < 3f(x)/0Xjk+l 
for k = 1 .... , n. Since j ~ {j i ..... Jn } for 
j =Jk_l+l ..... jk-1, Of(x)/0xj = af(x)/0xj +1 for 
these j by assumption. It follows that 
0f(x)/0Xjk< af(x)/0Xjk+l fork= 1 ..... n. Con- 
sequently, forj = 1 .. . . .  N, either (20) or (21) holds 
and x must be a K-T point, thus contradicting the 
initial assumption. 
Hence, i:fx is not a K-T point, then there exists a 
J ~{Jl .... ,in ] such that 3£(x)/0xj q: 3f(x)/Oxj +1" 
In that case (19) becomes astrict inequality. (Ifj = N 
n - 2 is the only such j, thenj < N andjn+l  = N and, 
= 1/2 {kZ=l[Of(x)/OXjk - 3f(x)/OXjk_l+l]thus, [3f(x)/OXjn+l ]2 >O.) Q.E.D. 
+ [ 3f(x)/0Xjn+l]2 + [ 3f(x)/3Xjn + 1 ]2 Lemma 2 
N-1 + 2; [3£(x)/axj 3f(x)/OXj+l]2 For any given O e R, x(O) (as determined in (5)) and 
j =1 - } f[x(0)] are both continuous over x ~ F °. 
JfJl .... 'Jn 
>/o.  (19) 
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Proof 
By assumption, f is continuously differentiable on F °. 
Thus, V f(x) is continuous over x e F °, implying 
that )k (determined as in (4)) is continuous over 
x e F °. Hence, x-0)k is continuous over x e F °. It 
follows that 
Xl(0 ) = max {bl,  x 1 - 0X1} (25) 
is continuous over x ~ F °. 
For induction purposes, assume that x.(0) is continuous 
over x ~ F ° for somej < k. Then b k - i~1 xi (0) and 
x k - 0~ k are both continuous over x ~ F ° and, there- 
by, k-1 
Xk(0 ) = max {b k - i~1 xi (O), x k - 0)k )  (26) 
is continuous over x e F °. By induction, xj (0) is con- 
tinuous over x ~ F °. 
Clearly, i fx  ~ F °, then x(0) E F °. Therefore, x(0) 
and f (x) both continuous over x ~ F ° imply that 
f[x(0)] is continuous over x E F °. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 3 
I f  x" ~ F ° is not a K -T  point, then for any e > 0 
there exists a o > 0 such that 
max f[x(0)] > f (x ' )  for x ~ B (x', o) n F ° (27) 
0~0<e 
where B(x' ,  o) denotes the open ball centered at x" 
with radius o. 
/'roof 
Suppose that the assertion is not true. Then there must 
exist e > 0 and a sequence (xn) O c F ° such that 
x n -* x" and f[xn(0)] < f(x ' )  for 0 e [0, e]. I f  so, 
then f[x(0)] continuous over x e F ° (by Lemma 2) 
implies that f i x '  (0)] - f (x ' )  ~< 0 and, thereby, 
dftx'(O)l/aO +=_ nm {ftx'(O)l-f(x')}/o <. o, 
0~0 + (28) 
a contradiction, since, by Lemma 1, if x" is not a K-T  
point, then d f [x ' (0 ) ] ld0  + > 0. Q.E.D. 
Theorem I 
Suppose B(x (0)) ------- {x e F °] f(x) > f (x(0))) is bounded. 
Then (f(x(n)))  O has a limit, {x(n)} O has at least one 
limit point, and every limit point of (x(n)) O is a K-T 
point. 
Proof 
F ° is the intersection of  closed half spaces and, there- 
fore, is closed. This together with the fact that f is con- 
tinuous over x ~ F ° (by assumption) imply that B[x(0)] 
is closed. B[x(0)] is also bounded (by assumption) 
and, therefore, it is compact. 
Note that 
f [x(n + 1)] _-- f {x(n)[o(n)]} = 
I> f [x(n)(O)l = f[x(n)]. 
max _ f i x (n ) (0 ) ]  
0<0~<0 
(29) 
Hence, { f [x (n)] )O is a bounded monotonic sequence 
in R and, therefore, lira f[x(n)] = ~-< oo exists. 
n --~ oo  
On the other hand, {x(n) )O is an infinite sequence in 
B [x(0)], which has been shown to be compact and, 
therefore, has at least one limit point. 
Let x 'be  one limit point of (x(n))  0 and (xn}7 be 
a subsequence onverging to x :  Then, by Lemma 3, ff 
x" is not a K -T  point, for x n sufficiently close to x ' ,  
f[xn(on)]= max _ f[xn(O)]> f(x'). (30) 
0~<0~<0 
• n oo  
However, x a limit point of (x ( )  ) 0 implies that 
f (x') = f-, which together with the fact that 
f [x(n + 1)]/> f [x(n)] for all n (shown earlier) imply 
that 
f [x(0)] < f (x (1)) < ... ~< f (x'). 
Thus, the assumption that x" is not a K -T  point has 
led to a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
4. A STOPPING RULE 
The algorithm generates a solution sequance (x (n)) O c F o. 
Therefore, x(n) satisfies K -T  condition 1 for all n. 
Furthermore, x(n) is generated in such a way that to- 
gether with x (n) they satisfy K-T condition 3 for all n. 
Also, x (n) feasible for all n implies that 
x !n) - b./> 0 for all n and all j. It follows that, if 
i= l  I J 
N 
)~n) ~> 0 for all j and j~ 1 ~n) [ i~ l  x!n) - bJ] = 0, then 
),(.n) [i~I x (n) 0 for allj and, thus, x(n) and j .= i -bj]= 
)k (n) together also satisfy K-T condition 3 and non- 
negativity of the multipliers. This suggests the following 
stopping rule : 
Stopping rule 
Letting gj(x) --~ ~ x i - bj for all j, stop ifX(j n) ~ -~ 
1 "= 
N Ix(n)] e (32) 
for some user-specified constants 5 > 0 and e > 0. 
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Theorem 2
The algorithm with the stopping rule would terminate 
in a finite number of iterations at a point arbitrarily 
close to a K-T point. 
/'roof 
By assumption, f is continuously differentiable on F °. 
Thus, V f (x) is continuous over x ~ F °, implying 
that X (determined asin (4)) is continuous over x ~ F °. 
Clearly, gj (x) is also continuous over x ~ F ° for allj. 
Let x* be a Limit point of {x (n7)O (it exists, by theo- 
rem 1) and (xn)o be a subsequence onverging to x*. 
Then x* is a K-T point (by theorem 17. 
X continuous over x ~ F ° implies that Lim X n =X* > 0, 
n- -+ oo  
since x* is a K-T point and, from (37, X* is the unique 
multiplier vector that together with x* satisfies K-T 
condition 3. Hence, there exists an integer N 1 such 
that X~ > -6 for allj and n > N 1. 
On the other hand, Xj and gj both continuous over 
x ~ F ° for any j imply that 
nli~= j~ l  Xj gj (xn7 j~=l Xi gJ (x*)=O (337 
(since x* a K-T point implies that h~ gj (x*) = 0 for 
any j, liy K-T condition 27. Hence, there exists an 
integer N 2 such that 
j= l  j g j ~  (xn7 ~< e for n /> N 2. (34) 
Clearly, both conditions in the stopping rule are satis- 
fied for any n/> M = max (N1, N 2 ). 
If ~ = e = 0, then the algorithm will terminate only ff'- 
the K-T point x* has been attained, ~enerally not in a 
finite number of iterations. As 8 - 0 + and e -~ 0+, 
M-~andxM~x *. Q.E.D. 
5. A FINITE STEP-SIZE PROCEDURE 
The one-dimensional subproblem of the algorithm 
(step 2) requires an exact solution. We have thus far 
assumed that such a solution can be obtained some- 
how. Such a solution could be approximated by a 
one-dimensional search method such as the Method of 
Golden Sections or the Method of Interval Bisection, 
assuming unimodality. However, these methods do not 
generally converge finitely. We propose replacing step 
2by 
Step 2" 
Determine an acceptable step size 0 (n) via the follow- 
ing procedure : 
A. If df[x(n)(0)]/d0 + --- 0, set 0(n) = 0 and go to 
step 3. Otherwise specify a constant b ~ (0,0.57 
and go to B. 
B. Specify some 0 > 0. If 
0bdf[x(n)(0)]/dO + ~ f [x(n)(0)] 
- f [x  (n)] ~< 0 (1 -b)df[x(n)(0)]/d0 + , 
set 0 (n) = 0 and go to step 3. If the left inequality 
is violated, set 0 L = 0 and O H = 0 and go to C. 
Otherwise replace 0L by 0 and 0 by 20 and re- 
peat B. 
C. Let 0 = (0 L + 0H7/2. If the right inequality in B 
is violated, replace 0L by 0 and repeat C. If the 
left inequality isviolated, replace O H by 0 and re- 
peat C. Otherwise set 0 (n) = 0 and go to step 3. 
The step-size procedure in step 2" seeks a point 0 such 
that the double inequality in part B is satisfied. Where- 
as an exact solution is needed in step 2, any point from 
certain real line intervals would be acceptable for step 2: 
Similar modifications have been applied by Goldstein 
[4] for unconstrained optimization, Daniel [2] for 
certain gradient-like f asible direction methods, 
Mavrides [6] for the method by McCormick [8] for 
nonnegativiry constraints, and Mavrides [7] for the 
Frank-Wolfe Method [3]. 
The step-size procedure in step 2"is finite (see [6]). 
Furthermore, it can be shown that the algorithm of 
this paper with step 2 replaced by step 2" is convergent 
to a K-T point, provided that the following nonde- 
generacy assumption holds : 
Assumption 
Let x* be a limit point of the sequence of iteration 
points (x(n)) O -- and (xn) O be a subsequence on- 
verging to x*. Suppose that a particular constraint is
active at x*. Then there exists an integer N < ~o such 
that this constraint isactive at every x n for n > N. 
The above assumption would exclude only situations 
in which a constraint is inactive at every iteration point 
but active at a limit point. The proof is similar to that 
in [6] (step-size procedure for McCormick's algorithm 
for the NLP problem with nonnegativit T constraints). 
The only difference is in that the above assumption 
is not required in proving convergence in [6]. However, 
we have only shown that this assumption is sufficient 
(as opposed to necessary) toprove convergence with 
step 2". We have not been able to conduct acounter- 
example and, therefore, it might still be possible to 
prove convergence without it. 
6. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
The algorithm with the step-size procedure and the 
stopping rule was applied to a recurring (weekly) prob- 
lem in banking. The detailed formulation of the prob- 
lem is not in the scope of this paper. We will give a 
brief description i general terms and, subsequently, 
we will state some observations regarding the perform- 
ance of the algorithm, derived from hundreds of cases 
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with real data. 
The problem is concerned with the management of 
the bond portfolio of a bank. Its mathematical form 
is given by (1) and (2). The components of the vector 
x = (x 1 ..... XN) denote decisions at discrete points in 
time, with positive values ignifying buying securities 
and negative values ignifying selling securities. The 
profit function f in (1) is concave. The constants b i in 
(2) are all equal to -b, where b/> 0 denotes the inifial 
quantity of securities on hand. Thus, the constraints 
in (2) state that the sum of all decisions up to each 
point in time cannot be smaller than the initial quan- 
tity of securities on hand, that is, the quantity on hand 
must always be nonnegative. These constraints are ne- 
cessitated by the fact that banks cannot "short" their 
bond portfolios (i.e. borrow to sell a security at some 
point in time, and buy the same security later to return 
it to the original owner). 
In addition to the regular weekly applications inthe 
course of about 2 years, sensitivity tests were per- 
formed on the various user~specified parameters em- 
ployed in the algorithm. The conclusions derived from 
hundreds of applications are summarized below : 
1) An initial feasible point is required in step 0. It is 
not important to start with a good point; the al- 
gorithm makes giant steps in the first few iterations 
and soon attains apoint that is nearly optimal. 
2) The parameter b in the step-size procedure (step 21 
can be set equal to any point in the (open) interval 
(0, 0.5). Larger b values generally mean more itera- 
tions for the step-size procedure, but fewer itera- 
tions for the algorithm itself. In the portfolio prob- 
lem, these two opposite ffects eem to cancel out 
one-another, sothe speed of convergence appears 
independent of the b value used, for b in the inter- 
val [0.01, 0.49]. However, for b values close to 0.5, 
the convergence time would approach infinity as b 
approached 0.5, since then the set of acceptable 
points for the step size would approach a finite set. 
3) In empirical applications of any iterative procedure, 
it is advisable to place an upper limit on the num- 
ber of iterations. This is true, even if the procedure 
is finite and expected to converge within a few 
iterations, as appears to be the case with our step- 
size procedure, just in case something goes wrong. 
A limit of 25 on the number of iterations of this 
procedure appeared to be amply sufficient when 
applied to the portfolio problem. 
4) The number of iterations to convergence of the 
algorithm depends, of course, on the values of the 
parameters 8 and e. The values of these parameter s 
must be sufficiently small for the solution at termi- 
nation to be satisfactorily close to a K-T point. 
However, they cannot be set equal to zero, since 
the algorithm would then terminate only if a K-T 
point has been attained, generally not in a finite 
number of iterations. In order to find appropriate 
values, it is necessary to perform alarge number of 
sensitivity tests, parametrically reducing the values 
8 and e, until further eductions do not substantially 
increase the value of the objective function at the 
terminal solution. This will depend on the structure 
of the particular problem under consideration. If 
obtaining better solutions becomes costly, the mar- 
ginal benefit from a better solution must be balanced 
judgemeutally against the marginal cost. For the 
portfolio problem, 6 = 0.0001 and e = 0.001 ap- 
peared sufficiently good, although the additional 
cost of obtaining better solutions was negligible. 
With these specifications, the algorithm usually con- 
verged within 15 iterations, and the terminal objec- 
tive function value appeared to be within 0.1 70 of 
the optimal solution value (letting the algorithm run 
for more than 100 iterations would produce aa objec- 
tive function value smaller than 100.1 70 of the value 
obtained with the stopping rule). 
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
The main points of this paper can be summarized as
follows : 
1) A direction vector that approximates the vector of 
Lagrange multipliers was used. This direction vector 
is not necessarily nonnegative, but is convergent to
the vector of Lagrange multipliers in the limit. 
2) The direction vector was bent in the one-dimensional 
subproblem every time a constraint became active, 
in such a way that movement ceased along compo- 
nents violating feasibility, but continued along the 
remaining components. 
3) The one-dimensional subproblem of the algorithm 
was replaced by one that can be solved finitely. 
4) A stopping rule that guarantees finite convergence 
to a point arbitrarily close to a K-T point was used. 
The techniques used in this paper may be applicable in 
other situations. 
The concept of using the Lagrangean vector as direction 
vector might prove useful in other cases where such a 
vector can be computed. McCormick [8] used the gra- 
client as direction vector. It so happens that for his prob- 
lem the Lagrangear] vector is the gradient i self. 
The concept of bending the direction vector in order to 
avoid infeasibility might be useful in modifying some 
feasible direction methods that are subject o the zig- 
zagging phenomenon. Such a modification might also 
lead to faster convergence, since the existing option, 
that is, stopping movement in the one-dimensional sub- 
problem when a direction component violates feasibility 
would also be available. 
The modification of the one-dimensional subproblem 
is simple and could be applied to any algorithm that 
proceeds by selecting a direction and then optimizing 
along that direction. This modification isnot dependent 
on concavity. It would be computationally of interes t 
to apply a similar modification to some other method 
and then prove convergence. 
The concept used in designing the finite stopping rule 
seeks to satisfy the K-T conditions and is not dependent 
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on concavity. Loosely speaking, ff an algorithm gener- 
ates a solution sequence with a least one limit point 
and with every such point satisfying the K-T condi- 
tions, then, as a limit point is approached, the K-T  
conditions will come closer to being satisfied, provided 
that certain continuity conditions hold. This concept 
might be useful in designing stopping rules for other 
algorithms in nonlinear programming. 
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